LIBRARY DISPLAYS

In addition to the College of Engineering Research Showcase, the Library’s Macaulay exhibit continues through the semester’s end. Visitors can see a complete collection of David Macaulay’s books, which fascinate readers of all ages. Just added to the Library’s website is the online counterpart of The Books of David Macaulay. It, along with Web versions of other previous Library displays, can be found at http://lib.fit.edu/?app=librarydisplays.

FROM THE DEAN’S DESK: COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH SHOWCASE

College of Engineering faculty presented an astonishing array of research projects during the launch of the COE Research Showcase on October 21. Take a generous amount of time, or come back often, to see an autonomous underwater vehicle; an autonomous parking car; analog and digital spectrographic real time displays of Toccata and Fugue in D Minor and other Bach pieces; a voice-only activated elevator simulator (an interactive display); Indian River muck (not an interactive display); 180 g. (that would be 6.34931 oz.) of bottom ash combusted from 1 gallon of trash; fluid slosh in microgravity; GECCO Salter Duck power generation; rocket propulsion systems; a device timeline that shows the growth of storage capacity and bandwidth that delights us all and offers formidable challenges to information system security and much, much more.

Come and see the displays, organized by signature research areas:

- Intelligent Systems
- Sustainability of the Environment
- Assured Information and Cyber Security
- Communication Systems and Signal Processing
- New Space Systems and Commercialization of Space

NOVEMBER HOURS

Regular semester hours:
- Monday – Thursday: 8 a.m. – midnight
- Friday: 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
- Saturday: 9 a.m. – 5 p.m.
- Sunday: 10 a.m. – midnight

The Library will be closed on Friday, November 11, as well as Wednesday, November 23, through Friday, November 25.